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▲ OGIO® Accelerator Polo
This polo is constructed of 100% poly with stay-cool wicking 
technology accented with contrast panels along the sides. Self-
fabric collar, three-snap square placket, open hem sleeves and 
side vents. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline heat-pressed 
on upper left chest. 
Color: Signal Red/Blacktop 

Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500318 - (S-X) .............................................................. $48.99
9500318 - (XX) ............................................................... $49.99
9500318 - (XXX) ............................................................ $50.99

▲ OGIO® Tread Polo
This polo dares to tread on the edge with its slightly linear stripe 
and black pinpoint dot appearance. 4.6-ounce, 73/21/6 cotton/poly/
spandex jacquard jersey with stay-cool wicking technology, self-
fabric collar, 3-button placket with flat metal buttons, contrast 
coverstitching on back yoke and sleeves, set-in, open hem sleeves. 
Altoz logo embroidered on left chest.
Color: Grey

Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500319 - (S-X) ................................................................ $50.25
9500319 - (XX) .................................................................. $51.90
9500319 - (XXX) .............................................................. $52.40

▲ Ombre Heather Polo
This moisture-wicking, snag-resistant polo gradually blends a 
heather look with an allover sublimated print for an innovative take 
on traditional athletic colors. Altoz logo heat-pressed on left sleeve.
Color: Deep Red/Black

Size: S, M, L

9500317 - (S-L) ..................................................................$18.00

▲ Sport-Tek Sport-Wick Polo
Modern color blocking and snag resistance gives this moisture-
wicking polo instant impact. 3.8-ounce, 100% polyester tricot, 
taped neck, flat knit collar, 3-button placket and open hem sleeves. 
Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline heat-pressed on upper left 
chest. 
 Color: Iron Gray/True Red 

Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500316 - (S-X) .................................................................$32.99
9500316 - (XX) ................................................................. $34.99
9500316 - (XXX)................................................................$32.99
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▲ Sport Polo
5.3 oz. 100% polyester mesh polo. Accents contrast panels and 
stitching for a sporty look. Self-fabric collar, three-button placket, 
and square bottom with side vents. Altoz logo and "Precision 
Mowers" embroidered on left chest.
Color: Black/Red

Men's sizes: S, M, L
 

9500104 - (S-L) ..................................................................$17.38

Ladies sizes: S, M, X 

9500105 - (S, M, X) ............................................................$17.38

▲ Performance Polo
Polo is constructed of 100%  antimicrobial fabric accented with 
contrast panels along shoulders and side. Rib collar, three-
button placket, square bottom and open cuffs. Heat seal label for 
ultimate comfort. Altoz logo and "Precision Mowers" embroidered 
on left chest.
Color: Red/Gray

 Men's sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500093 - (S-X) ................................................................ $39.50
9500093 - (XX-XXX) ......................................................... $41.50

▲ Athletic Polo 
Veer off the beaten track in this polo with contrast bar tacks 
on the placket and sleeves, contrast shoulder and side panels 
and debossed metal rivets. Altoz logo and "Precision Mowers" 
embroidered on left chest.
Color: Red/Black

Sizes: S, M

9500088 - (S-M) ............................................................... $25.75

▲Ladies Sport-Tek Sport-Wick Polo
Modern color blocking and snag resistance gives this moisture-
wicking polo instant impact. 3.8-ounce, 100% polyester tricot, 
taped neck, open placket and open hem sleeves. Altoz logo and 
"Always Ahead" tagline heat-pressed on upper left chest. 
Color: Iron Gray/True Red

Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500341 (S-X) ................................................................... $32.99
9500341 (XX) .................................................................... $34.99
9500341 (XXX) ................................................................. $35.99

COMFORT > STYLE
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▲ Black Sublimated Polo "Precision Mowers"
This three button polo is 100% polyester blend. Accents contrast 
panels for sporty look. Altoz logo and "Precision Mowers" dye 
sublimated on front and back. 

Name brand sleeve patches:
• Kawasaki • Kohler
• Vanguard • Hydro-Gear
• Interstate Batteries
Color: Black/Red

 Men's sizes: M, L, X, XXX

9500257 - (M-X) ............................................................... $42.50
9500257 - (XXX) .............................................................. $45.00

 Ladies sizes: S, M, L

9500258 - (S-L) ................................................................ $42.50

▲ Color Block Twill Shirt
65/35 polyester and cotton twill shirt. Features contrast piping at 
shoulders and sleeves and pocket with pen slot. Altoz logo and 
"Precision Mowers" embroidered on left chest.
Color: Black/Red 

 Men's sizes: XXX

9500230 - (XXX) ...............................................................$44.75
 
 Ladies sizes: S

9500231 - (S) ..................................................................... $40.50

▲ Black Sublimated Polo "Always Ahead"
 This three button polo is 100% polyester blend. Accents   
 contrast panels for sporty look. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead"   
 dye sublimated on front and back. 

 2021 Name brand sleeve patches:
 • Kawasaki 
 • Vanguard 
 • Interstate Batteries
 • Hydro-Gear
 Color: Black/Red

 Men's sizes: L, X

9500346 - (L-X) ................................................................$42.50

Back

▲Color Block Twill Shirt
This 65/35 cotton and polyester twill shirt has piping in contrast 
at the shoulders and sleeves. Includes a pen-slotted pocket. Altoz 
logo and "Always Ahead" tagline embroidered on left chest. 
Color: Black / Carbon
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXL

9500378 (S-XXXXL) ........................................................ $35.00

Back
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Red Sublimated Polo ►
This three button polo is 100% polyester blend. Accents contrast 
panels for sporty look. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" dye 
sublimated on front and back. 

2023 Name brand sleeve graphics:
• Kawasaki  
• Interstate Batteries
• Hydro-Gear
Color: Red/Black

Men's sizes: M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500368 - (M-X) ................................................................... $84.99
9500368 - (XX) ..................................................................... $88.99
9500368 - (XXX) .................................................................... 90.99

COMFORT > STYLE

Back

▲Mower Graphic T-Shirt
Comfort t-shirt constructed of 5.4 oz. 50/50 cotton/polyester. 
Screen printed with Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline on front 
and stylized mower graphic 11.75" wide across the back.
Color: Dark Gray
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXL

9500384 (S-XL) ...................................................................$11.25
9500384 (XX) .....................................................................$13.75
9500384 (XXX) ..................................................................$15.25
9500384 (XXXX) .............................................................. $16.50

Back
▲ Altoz Red Stripe T-Shirt

Dark gray, 50/50 cotton-polyester blend t-shirt with white Altoz 
logo and "Always Ahead" tagline with red gradient stripes screen 
printed on front center chest.
Color: Dark Gray

Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX, XXXX

9500252 - (S-X) ����������������������������������������������������������������� $12.25
9500252 - (XX) ������������������������������������������������������������������ $16.75
9500252 - (XXX-XXXX) �����������������������������������������������������$17.25
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▲ OGIO® Endurance Ladies Force Hoodie
5.2-ounce, 88/12 poly/spandex with stay-cool wicking technology, 
softer, boxier fit, cowl collar, drop shoulder, three-panel hood with 
self-fabric drawcords, thumbholes for warmth, Altoz logo and 
"Always Ahead" tagline heat-pressed on left sleeve.
Color: Blacktop Heather

Size: S, M, L, X
 

9500285 - (S-X) ............................................................... $39.00

Heat-pressed Altoz 
logo on left sleeve

▲ Performance Long Sleeve T-Shirt 
 Port & Company® long sleeve performance blend t-shirt has 
a soft cotton feel paired with Dry Zone® moisture-wicking 
technology for unbeatable comfort and performance.
4.5-ounce, 65/35 poly/cotton. Removable tag for comfort and 
hemmed cuffs. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline screen 
printed on the front and the left arm.

Color: Jet Black

Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500324 (S-XXX) ..............................................................$20.99

▲ OGIO® T-Shirt
 This 4 oz. tee is 100% poly with stay-cool wicking technology built 

in. This t-shirt is sublimated with tonal camo print, has raglan 
sleeves with flatlock stitching, OGIO® heat transfer label for tag-
free comfort and has a reflective "O" heat transferred on the left 
hem. Altoz Logo with Always Ahead tagline screen printed on left 
sleeve.

 Color: Black Camo

Size: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500328 (S-X) ...................................................................$26.99
9500328 (XX) ....................................................................$34.99
9500328 (XXX) .................................................................. $37.50

Screen printed
on left sleeve

▲Voyageur Hoodie
This 6.7 oz. performance hoodie is made of 92% cationic polyester 
and 8% spandex. It includes a kangaroo pocket, metal grommets 
for strings, set-in sleeves and a scuba neck. Altoz logo is stitched 
twill applique and "Always Ahead" tagline is embroidered. 
Color: Red

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

9500379 (S-X) .................................................................. $33.00
9500379 (XX-XXX) ...........................................................$35.50
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Men's

◄ Port Authority® Core Soft Shell Jacket
This soft shell jacket has it all - water resistance, microfleece 
lining, and breathability. 100% polyester and 92/8 poly/spandex 
shell bonded to a water-resistant film insert and a 100% polyester 
microfleece lining; zip-through cadet collar with chin guard; front 
zippered pockets with open cuffs and hem. Altoz logo and "Always 
Ahead" tagline embroidered on left chest. ALWAYS AHEAD graphic 
and TRX mower image laser-etched on front of jacket.
Color: Gray  

 
 Men's sizes: M, L, X, XX
 

9500320 - (M-X) ............................................................... $86.99
9500320 - (XX) ................................................................. $88.99

    Ladies sizes: S, M, L, X, XX

9500321 - (S-X) .................................................................. $86.99
9500321 - (XX)................................................................... $88.99

Close-up of laser etching on 
front of jacket

**This item in ladies runs small 
ordering one size up is recommended.

◄ Telemark Softshell
Elevate your style and comfort with the Cutter & Buck Clique Men’s 
Narvik Colorblock Softshell Jacket. Crafted with precision and 
attention to detail, this water-resistant jacket combines flexibility 
and durability with its 96% polyester 45% spandex blend. The 
microfleece lining provides cozy warmth, while the sleek colorblock 
design adds a modern touch. With convenient features like a secure 
zipper closure and zippered pockets, this versatile jacket is perfect 
for any occasion, keeping you stylish and protected. Altoz logo and 
Always Ahead tagline embroidered on front left chest.
Color: Red / Black

Men's Sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX, XXXX, XXXXX

9500389 (S-XXXXX) ........................................................ $49.50

Ladies sizes: S, M, L, X, XX, XXX

9500394 (S-XXX) ............................................................. $49.50

Ladies

COMFORT > STYLE
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▲ Soft-Shell Jacket
This fitted soft-shell jacket is engineered with waterproof, 
breathable membrane. Reflective detail at front and back and 
diminishing reflective piping. Features a convenient zipper garage 
pocket and adjustable die-cut cuff tab with 3-square Velcro 
closure. Protective dropped-back hem with handy elastic draw 
cord and interior cord locks. Reflective 3-square heat-transfer logo. 
Contrast inner neck tape and collar. Articulated elbows enhance 
motion. Altoz logo and "Precision Mowers" embroidered on left 
chest.
Color: Red/White

 Men's Sizes: S, M

9500108 - (S, M) ................................................................ $47.75

 Ladies Sizes: S, M, L

9500109- (S-L) ................................................................... $47.75

◄ Men’s Full Zip Lightweight Jacket and Pant
Under Armour textured woven fabric provides durability and total 
mobility. Mesh lining delivers breathability and comfort. Signature 
moisture transport to wick sweat away from the body. Zippered 
hand pockets. Altoz logo and "Precision Mowers" heat-pressed on 
back of jacket in white.
Color: Black/Red

 Jacket Sizes: S, M, L, X

9500153 - (S-X) .................................................................. $31.50

 Pant Sizes: XX

9500154 - (XX) .................................................................. $26.50

▲ Essential 1/4 Zip Jacket
100% polyester water resistant woven fabrication provides 
superior durability and total mobility. Includes signature moisture 
transport to wick sweat away from the body. Mesh lining delivers 
breathability and comfort. Altoz logo and "Precision Mowers" 
embroidered on left chest.
Color: Graphite/White

Sizes: M, XX
 

9500151 - (M, XX) ��������������������������������������������������������������$26.50

Back



▲ Gray & Black Mesh Cap
Featuring a pre-curved sandwich visor with nylon mesh
back panels and contrast stitching on the front two panels and 
visor.  Available with either a velcro or snap back closure. Altoz 
logo on front, "Always Ahead" tagline on visor and red triangle on 
back - all elements embroidered.

Color: Gray/Black

9500342 ...............................................................................$11.95

embroidered on the back
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▲ Lightweight Pocket Poncho
This lightweight poncho is great for tradeshows, giveaways, 
outdoor events, and more. This poncho is made with a Dura-Tuff™ 
polyethylene blend that produces an economical, yet durable 
product with superior dryness and comfort. Also included is an 
oversized hood. Altoz logo screenprinted throughout poncho

Color: Red

9900511 ................................................................................$4.25

▲ Altoz Mechanic's Gloves
These synthetic leather gloves with breathable knit back provide 
unmatched fit, feel, comfort, and long lasting durability. Features 
neoprene knuckle area for added wear and hook and loop wrist 
closure for a snug fit. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline heat-
pressed into the front.
Color: Black/Red

Sizes: L

9500271 - (L) ...................................................................... $19.00

▲ Altoz Neck Gaiter
Show off the Altoz brand with this multi-use headwear - use it as: 
face mask, bandana, headband, or hairband. Due to its tube 
stretchy
material you can wear it any way possible and it will fit everyone’s 
head. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline dye sublimated into 
fabric.
Color: Red

9900430  ............................................................................. $4.00
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▲ Camo Cap
This 100% polyester six panel structured cap features a Kryptek 
camo pattern and activated cooling technology to keep you cool 
and dry. Altoz logo embroidered on front with adjustable velcro 
strap on back.
Color: Black Camo

9500265 ..............................................................................$19.95

▲ Custom Cap
 6-panel structured medium profile cap. Subtle textured linen 
material with contrast stitching and metal eyelets makes this 
cap great for all seasons. Finished with an adjustable antique 
silver slide buckle closure. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline 
embroidered on front.
Color: Red/Black

9500323 ............................................................................. $16.50

▲TRX Custom Cap
6-panel medium structured brushed cotton twill cap, custom 
design with signature Altoz track print across the cap. Two-piece 
hook and loop closure. Altoz logo and "TRX" embroidered on left 
corner panel.

Color: Black/Red/Grey

9500298 ............................................................................ $16.50

▲ Gray & White Mesh Back Cap
Medium profile six panel structured cap with white mesh back. 
Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" embroidered on front with 
adjustable velcro strap on back.
Color: Gray/White

9500330 ............................................................................. $15.50

▲ Gray & Red Mesh Back Cap
This Richardson cap is a perfect fusion of classic design and 
modern comfort. Made from a premium blend of 60% cotton and 
40% polyester, this iconic trucker cap promises breathability and 
durability for all-day wear. This cap features a 100% polyester 
mesh back, pre-curved contrast stitched visor and a snapback 
closure. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline on front in silicone.
Color: Gray / Red

9500386 ............................................................................ $20.25

▲Altoz Knit Beanie
Stay warm while going out in cold weather with this knit beanie. 
Made of 100% acrylic knit, this beanie has an adjustable cuff that 
can be worn as you prefer. Leather patch with Altoz logo sewn on 
front. 

Color: Black

9500358.............................................................................$22.49
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▲ Altoz Can Coolers
Keep your canned beverage cold with a 
can cooler screen printed with the Altoz 
logo and "Precision Mowers" on both 
sides.
Colors: Red/White, Black/Silver

9900111 - Red/White .........................$1.73
9900113 - Black/Silver ......................$1.73

Bottom

▲ Altoz Tall Can Coolie
This tall and skinny holder is the perfect fit 
for bottles and narrow cans. Made of 1/8" 
thick high density scuba foam it will keep 
drinks cool. TRX mower graphic screen 
printed on one side and the Altoz logo and 
"Always Ahead" tagline screen printed 
on the other. Great for advertising at any 
event. Folds flat for easy storage.
Color: Black

Size: 3-5/8" W x 5" H

9900434  .......................................$3.75

▲ Duffel Bag
The perfect duffel for an active lifestyle. An organizational section 
in the front pockets makes this textured duffel a versatile choice. 
Made with 600 denier polyester with polyester dobby contrast. 
Features side and end pockets for easy packing, adjustable, 
detachable padded shoulder strap, and reflective piping for 
visibility. Altoz logo embroidered on front pocket.
Color: Black/Red

9900503 ............................................................................ $44.99

▲ Backpack
This structured, protective backpack is sleek and modern—perfect  
 for commuters or businessperson. Features include top pocket 
EVA-molded lid for protection, multiple zippered entrance pockets, 
padded tablet sleeve (laptop sleeve: fits most 15" laptops), 
organizer pockets and elastic accessories holders. Altoz logo and 
tagline "Always Ahead" embroidered on front pocket.
Color: Black

 Dimensions: 19"h x 11.5"w x 6.5"d

9900448 ........................................................................... $59.99

COMFORT > COOL ITEMS

▲ Altoz Ale Can Glass
This fun, eye-catching ale can shape glass  
holds 16 oz. of your favorite beverageMade 
in the U.S.A. Altoz logo and "Always 
Ahead" tagline etched onto the glass. 
Handwashing is recommended. 
Color: Clear

9900416 .........................................$7.50
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Spill-Proof Tumbler ►
16 oz. Contigo double wall stainless steel 
tumbler with push button Auto Seal® leak 
and spill proof opening. Keeps drinks hot 
up to five hours and cold up to 12 hours. 
Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" screen 
printed on side.
Color: Charcoal

9900044 .......................................$36.50

 Altoz Tumbler ►
 This 22 oz. Bison Tumbler features 

a leakproof lid, durable stainless 
steel construction, and sweat proof 
design. Double wall vacuum insulated 
tumbler keeps drinks hot or cold 
for hours. Altoz logo and "Always 
Ahead" tagline engraved on side.
Colors: Red/Silver

 
9900352 .............................. $34.99

▲ Camper Mug
14 oz., double walled, stainless steel mug with copper lining and 
clear, push-in lid. Keeps drinks hot for eight hours and cold for 
twelve hours. Compatible with most single-serve coffee machines. 
Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" laser engraved on side.
Colors: Black, Red

9900387 - Black ................................................................. $21.50
9900388 - Red ................................................................... $21.50

     Big Swig Water Bottle 30 oz. ►
30 oz. copolyester water bottle. Lid 
removes for easy filling. Drink-through 
spout features attached leak-proof screw-
on cap. BPA free. Screenprinted Altoz 
graphic.
Color: Clear

9900492 .........................................$11.50

▲Stemless Wine Glass
The sleek styling of our stemless wine glasses allow them to fit in 
the dishwasher and are less prone to being tipped over. Altoz logo 
etched on front. Sold individually. 16.9 oz. capacity.

9900597................................................................................ $8.15

 ►H2Go Zuma Bottle 
This 24 oz. H2Go red zuma bottle 
has a curvy design, one-touch 
push-button lid and grippy 
body for one-handed drinking 
convenience while on-the-go. 
Altoz logo screen printed on 
front.

9900641 ..........................$11.50
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◄ Spiny Massager Ball
Squeezable ball with spiny texture to 
massage sore muscles. Altoz logo printed on 
ball.
Color: Red

Diameter: 6"

9900236 ............................................. $5.75

▲ Key Fob
Rubber key fob with molded Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" 
tagline.
Color: Black/Red

2900340 ................................................................................$5.41

▲ Altoz MaxGlide Pen 
Features unique rubber comfort grip and screen printed Altoz logo 
and "Always Ahead" tagline screen printed on translucent black 
barrel. 
Pen Color: Red/Black
Ink Color: Black

9900390 ................................................................................$1.39

▲ Employee Cook Book
From entrée and sides to deserts and drink recipes, over 650 
employee submitted recipes. Each recipe is easy to find with handy 
index tabs and an easy to follow quick-reference index. Cookbook 

is hardcover and combed binding for added quality. 

9900474 ............................................................................. $15.00

▲ Altoz Glow Stick
This foam glow stick is sure to be eye-catching at any event or 
occasion. Glow stick is made of white foam with LEDs that shine 
through the foam when turned on. Altoz logo printed on front. 
Dimensions: 16" x 1.5"

9900551 ...............................................................................$5.99

◄ Tinted Safety Glasses
Screen printed with the Altoz logo on both sides.
Color: Black

9900154 ................................................................................$4.95
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Includes charging 
cable, mounting clip 
and adhesive stand.

▲ Wireless Charger and Phone Holder
Charge your smartphone with this 10W wireless charger and phone 
holder. Features include a 360 degree rotating ball for flexible 
viewing and a rotating dial to adjust phone clamp width for a 
secure hold. Includes charging cable, mounting clip and adhesive 
stand. Altoz logo screen printed in silver on the front.

 Color: Black
 Dimensions: 3.75” L x 0.5” W x 4” H

 9900586 ................................................................ $22.00

▲ Waterproof Kooler Bag
This Waterproof Kooler Bag is designed with EPE Foam Insulation 
to keep up to 24 cans cold for hours. Cooler features include front 
pocket, water resistant zippered main compartment, dual-carry 
options - detachable/adjustable shoulder strap and carrying 
handles and is resistant to water, punctures, mildew and UV rays. 
Altoz logo screen printed on front.
Colors: White, Grey

Dimensions: 18 ½” W x 13 ½” H x 10” D 

9900486 - White ...............................................................$40.75
9900558 - Grey ..................................................................$40.75

▲ No-Touch Headlamp
This no-touch headlamp has an output up to 120 lumens, 
adjustable light angle option, ABS black shell with adjustable 
elastic head strap, left button with blue light indicator that 
activates sensor function for easy, no-touch on/off mode. This 
headlamp has an approximate run time of 3.5 hours. Includes a 
built-in rechargeable battery, USB charging cable, and a 1000D 
water repellent bag.
Color: Black

Dimensions: 1.11"H x 2.25"W x 1.5"D

 9900555 ............................................................... $23.99

▲ Altoz Rocker Knife
This easy-to-use adaptive knife cuts food with a rocking motion. 
It includes an angled gripped plastic handle for easy rocking 
while cutting. Included with knife is a plastic blade cover for safe 
handling. Altoz engraved on front of stainless steel blade.
Color: Red

9900602 ............................................................................. $11.99
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◄ Playing Cards
Standard 52-card deck. Includes two 
joker cards. Altoz logo and "Precision 
Mowers" stamped on back of cards.
Color: Red/White

Dimensions: 2-1/4" x 3-1/2"

9900120 ................................. $4.75

    Metal Coat Rack ►
This coat rack is an eye 
catching piece made of black 
and silver powder coated steel 
with a laser cut design. This 
coat rack has three hooks. 

Dimensions: 14" wide x 24" 
high

 

2001338 ......................$66.45
   

▲ BBQ Tool Set
This 3-piece barbecue set is designed with extra long handles 
to keep your hands away from the heat. Altoz logo and tagline 
“Always Ahead” laser engraved on handle.

 

9900470 .......................................................................... $244.99

▲ Altoz Work Light
The mini worklight features soft-touch rubber finish, super bright 
COB light panel and strong magnet on one end and metal hanger 
on other for easy hanging. Altoz logo and "Always Ahead" tagline 
screen printed on back.
Color: Red

Dimensions: 6.375" H x 2.5" Diameter

9900440  ............................................................................ $7.50

COMFORT > COOL ITEMS

    Arc Inverted Umbrella ►
48” arc, manual open/close umbrella closes away from the user to 
keep them dry when closing. The inverted design makes it easier to 
close when entering or leaving a car or through a door. Altoz logo 
and "Always Ahead" tagline screen printed on canopy.
Color: Black/Red

9900230 .............................................................................$29.50
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